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INTRODUCTION
.
The object of this investigation is to compare, as
far as possible, the different methods of constructing the var-
ious details of modern railway bridges. In order that this plan
might be realized, it was obviously necessary to confine the in-
vestigation to some particular class and span of bridges. These
conditions were met by considering only through bridges built in
this country, and ranging in span from 100 to 200 feet. A large
number of such bridges, both pin connected and riveted, compris-
ing not only those of commonly recognized standard practice, but
many others as well, were examined with the ultimate purpose of
arriving at some definite conclusions in regard to the best de-
sign of the following details:
1. Stringer Connections,
2. Intermediate Floor Beam Connections,
3. Details of Intermediate Post Sections,
4. End Floor-Beam Connections,
5. Connections of End Post to Bottom Chord,
6, Pedestal,
7. Details of Top Chord Section,
8. Connections of End Post to Top Chord,
9. Hip Vertical Connections,
10. Portal Connections,

11. Chord Splices,
12. Connection of Intermediate Post to Top Chord,
15. Connection of Intermediate Post to Bottom Chord,
14. Diameters of Pins,
15. Top Lateral Bracing,
16. Sway Bracing,
17. Bottom Lateral Bracing.
Since no distinction is here made between pin con-
nected and riveted trusses, and since both are in common use up
to spans of 150 ft., the details of both will be considered as
nearly simultaneously as possible. The details will be illus-
trated by sketches whenever it is felt that the sketch will con-
tribute clearness to the matter in hand.
Proceeding to the details themselves, we have:
1. STRINGER CONNECTIONS .
Inasmuch as the stringer is almost always of either
an I-beam or a plate-girder section, there is but slight latitude
in the question of connecting the stringer to the floor beam, and
hence there is but slight deviation in modern practice. The one
connection which has survived the past few years usage consists
of a pair of end angles riveted to both floor beam and stringer.
This detail is shown in Pig. 1. In case the end shear is so
groat as not to allow of a sufficient number of rivets in the
web, it becomes necessary to use a shelf angle under the stringer
in order to supply the deficiency. This is especially true when

3two or three I - beams, since the field erection permits of
only one end angle on all but one of the beams. Here it is also
necessary to rivet a pair of reinforcing angles under the shelf
angle, as shown in Fig. 2. When a plate-girder stringer is used
it is common practice to insert a plate filler between the web
of the girder and the connection angle^ extending the filler far
enough beyond the angles to permit of a row of rivets through
the web. If this provision were not made undue bending strains
would result in the top rivets. In conclusion it might well be
said that for this conection, end angles should be used in all
cases, and shelf angles should be used only when enough rivets
cannot be provided for in the end angles. The reinforcing angles
referred to should be used whenever the depth of the floor beam
will permit.
2. INTERMEDIATE FLOOR-BEAM CONNECTIONS .
The problem of connecting the intermediate floor
beam to the post is very generally solved by using a pair of end
angles. There are,however, a number of ways in which this im-
portant detail differs in different bridges. Perhaps the simplest
case is that of a riveted truss when the end shear is small en-
ough to permit of a sufficient number of rivets in a pair of end
angles extending only from flange to flange of floor beam. Here
it is in the interests of economy to have the bottom of the floor
beam on a level with the bottom of the lower chord, the latter

receiving part of the connection as shown in Pig. 3. If, how-
ever, a sufficient number of rivets cannot be provided for with
the given depth of floor beam, it is customary to extend the floor
an
beam web into a triangular plate at the ends, and by usingAadded
length of end angles, thus supply an additional number of rivets
to the connection. This form is illustrated in Fig. 5.
In the case of pin connected bridges a modification
of the above described detail is necessary. The connection must
obviously cease at the top of the eye bar head, and enough room
must be left so that the pin nut may be removed in case of ne-
cessity. These difficulties are met by cutting away that portion
of the floor beam immediately around the pin, and adding a triang-
ular plate and angles above the floor beam. The most common, and
in many ways the best form of this particular detail, is shown in
Fig. 6. This form brings the floor beam to its required depth
at the nearest point possible, but requires two or three extra
plates and a number of extra rivets in the web. A less common,
and certainly a less desirable construction is shown in Fig. 5
where a triangular portion of the web is cut away. This detail
is faulty in that it decreases the depth of the floor beam by far
too great a length, and should be avoided. In both of these in-
stances a plate is riveted to the bottom of post and floor beam,
and serves as a connection for the bottom laterals. Some bridges
have been built with the entire floor beam above the lower chord;
but this connection should be avoided because it unnecessarily
increases the cost of the bridge. The following connection is
recommended as best answering the requirements, and is in accord-

r.g.3 Pig. 4.

ance with the host practice
.
Fig. 5 shows the connection as it
is commonly used. The floor beam should he cut away only enough
to permit of repairs at the joint. In consideration of the re-
sulting weakness of the floor beam at this point the web should
be reinforced by plates in a manner similar to the one shown.
A plate should connect the bottom of the post with the bottom of
the floor beam, leaving room for the connection of the bottom
laterals
.
3. INTERMEDIATE POST SECTIONS
.
Judging from the large number of channels in use aa
intermediate-post sections it may be safely said that this is the
most popular design at the present time. The greatest question
in the use of channels, and ono which does not permit of a very
radical conclusion, is whether the flanges of the channels should
be turned in or out. The argument, and also the best practice,
is in favor of the flanges turned in. Nevertheless there is
something to be said in favor of turning them out, and there is
also considerable practice to warrant the contentions. In riveted
bridges there can be no doubt that the flanges of the channels
should be turned in. The dictates of economy require that this
should also be the case in pin-connected bridges; but it is clo.im-
ed on the other hand that the riveting for lacing and. floor- beam
connections is rendered quite difficult when the flanges are in-
side. While the validity of the latter claim cannot be doubted,
yet there are other considerations, such as ease of packing,

7greater distance between webs, etc., which go to make the turning
in of the flanges very desirable. In either case a plate and
four angles is very generally employed as a diaphragm reinforce-
ment between the webs of the channels back of the floor-beam
connection.
Another section which is not altogether uncommon is
a web plate and four angles, or four angles double laced. This
construction is used to some extent in riveted trusses where it
has the advantage of permitting a good connection to top and
bottom chord. The floor-beam connection is also very easily made
with this style of post. In a pin-connected bridge, however,
this form of post should not be used as there is no practical
way of attaching it to the pin of the bottom chord.
All things considered there can be no doubt that a
pair of laced channels is the most economical design for an in-
termediate post. The question of flanges in or out is not of
vital importance; but flanges inside is undoubtedly the superior
detail. The channels should extend the proper distance beyond
the upper pin, and should extend to bottom of eye bar head at
bottom. A diaphragm should be used in all cases.
4. END FLOOR BEAM CONNECTIONS .
The connection of the end floor-beam to the end post
has given rise to a number of well known details which will now
be considered. The simplest form of this detail is where no con-
nection whatsoever is made to the end post; but the floor beam
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9is considered to be held firmly in position by the stringers.
In this case, as well as all others, the end of the floor beam
rests upon the top of the pedestal, and hence provision is made
for the expansion and contraction of the bridge floor as well
as the trusses themselves. There is rightly much opposition to
this method because the connection between the stringer and floor
beam does not warrant the assumption that no further bracing is
necessary. Although there is not much theory to guide one in
the design of a connection between the end post and end floor-
beam, it is now general practice to provide some such connection.
The standard in use by the Northern Pacific Railway (see Fig. 7),
is no doubt a very efficient detail but too elaborate to warrant
its general use. Another difficulty with this type is that it
weakens the end post; and there seems to be no reason why some
other form would not serve the purpose equally as well without
introducing the objections named. A better connection is that
in use by the American Bridge Company and many others, illustrat-
ed in Fig. 8. The greatest recommendation for this detail is its
simplicity. It consists of a plate fastened to the end of the
floor beam, then bent and riveted to the top of the end post.
The comparative ease and economy involved in the construction of
this particular detail certainly recommend it for very general
use.
Another design which has been used to some extent is
one in which a plate from the end of the floor beam is bent and
riveted to the side of the end post. This, however, is much more
difficult to rivet, and lacks the merit of the preceding design.

Because of its simplicity, ease of construction and
economy, the connection recommended is the one shown in Pig. 8.
5. CONNECTION OF EI^D POTT TO BOT TCI.' CHORD
.
There are in general use several methods of connect-
ing the end post to the bottom chord. In the case of riveted
trusses this connection may be made in a variety of ways; but
in pin-connected trusses there is less latitude in the design,
especially if the member LQ L-j_ is composed of eye bars.
In riveted trusses the member L Li is sometimes
built of four angles and a web plate with the web horizontal.
The style of connection in this instance varies in two ways.
The member is sometimes inside the end post and riveted directly
to it, or more often, cut off at the end post and riveted to a
large gusset-plate. The latter method is the more desirable of
the two as it makes a stronger connection and eliminates needless
details at the top of the pedestal. In riveted trusses of larger
spans the member L L-j_ is almost always made up of two channels,
or of a channel section composed of a web and angles. There are
three general methods of forming this connection according to
whether or not the web of the member is continued inside or out-
side of the end post, or whether it is cut off at the post and
riveted to a large gusset plate. Both of the former methods are
objectionable for the same reasons given above, while the last
named method makes a better joint, permits of a better detail of
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the pedestal, and is more in harmony with the remainder of the
design. Fig. 9 shows this detail.
In pin-connected bridges, the lower chord member,
L Li may be composed of eye bars, or a built up section. In the
first case the eye bars are sometimes attached to the pin outside
of the end post, but more often inside. The latter detail is
unquestionably the better design, and adds to the appearance of
the bridge. When
s
as is often the case, the member LQLo is of a
channel section, built-up or shaped, the connection at LQ becomes
much more intricate in detail. A web and four angles has been
used to some extent, but as pin plates must be used to make the
pin connection at both ends this form should be avoided whenever
possible. The use of channels and built-up channel-sections for
the member L Lg has justly earned its present popularity as it
admits of a superior connection at both ends in addition to giving
great rigidity to the truss. With this section there are two
possibilities in the question of a connection at LQ . One of these
is to space the webs far enough apart so that they may be con-
nected to the pin outside of the end post, the other is to have
them inside the end post. The packing at Lo, the connection with
the hip vertical, the depth of web, the bending moment on the pin
and the distance between webs of end post, may all have a share
in determining as to which of these methods should be used. As
a general rule however, the best results are obtained by placing
the webs of the lower chord outside of the end post.

rig. 10.
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6. FEDESTAL
.
The pedestal is perhaps as unsatisfactory a detail
as exists in the class of bridges under consideration. The prob-
lem of providing for the expansion and contraction cf the common
truss and girder bridges, especially the heavier ones, has never
been solved in a successful manner. There have been two general
solutions of the problem, one allowing the bridge to slide on
smooth plates, the other providing a set of rollers. The method
first named was applicable in its most primitive form to short
span bridges; but has been superceded by the simple roller design
and its modification and improvements.
The most common form of pedestal is the roller design,,
shown in Fig. 10. This design is much used in the shorter spans;
but in the heavier bridges a segmental roller is used, as shown
in Fig. 11. The segmental roller is used in places where circular
rollers of large diamter would be required. This substitution
avoids the use of excessively large bearing plates which would
be required if the full circular rollers were used. As only a
sami 1 portion of the roller is used for actual bearing, this form
furnishes all that is required. Some such device as shown in
Fig. 11, and marked B, is necessary with segmental- roller nests
to prevent the rollers from tipping too far to either side. The
rollers usually bear upon a plate of the same width; and two
plates marked A in Fig. 10, bolted on the ends of the rollers
serve to guide the movement of the rollers in the right direction.
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There is not much to be discussed in the manner of
transmitting the pressure from the pin to the bearing plate.
The usual method is to use a number of web plates with planed
bearing edges, attached to the bearing plate by heavy angles.
As before stated, the experience with rollers has not been sat-
isfactory. The accumulation of dirt around the rollers has often
seriously impeded their movements with resulting damage to the
bridge. In other instances the continued action of the rollers
has worn a flat part on their working surfaces, after which they
fail to roll and so become practically useless.
Another design which is of more recent origin and
which has several advocates at the present time is described in
the Engineering Record of December 9th, 1905. The main feature
of this detail is a phoopho-bronz disc, or plate for the bearing
plate to slide upon. Although there are several advantages claim-
ed for this design, and while these claims may have a great deal
of weight for short span bridges, they are not applicable to the
longer span bridges.
In conclusion it must be said that while a pedestal
made up of steel plates and rollers has many defects nevertheless
it is the most successful design yet known. There is one thing
to be said in regard to some of the failures of rollers, and that
is, that their use would often have resulted in a success if a
reasonable effort had been made to keep them clean and oiled.
The roller method should be used for this class of bridges.
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7. DETAILS OF TOP CHORD AND END POST SECTIONS
.
As the top chord and end post are almost always
similar in cross section they will be here treated as one. There
is only one style of upper chord section to be considered in this
class of bridges. This style in general consists either of a
pair of channels with cover plate, or of a built-up channel- sec-
tion with cover plate. Lattice bars are used on the under side
in both instances, the cover plate being on top.
Channels are used for depths of 15 inches or less,
as they are more economical than the built-up section. If the
eye bars used in the main diagonal U^L^ are connected to the pin
outside of the chord, the diameter of the eye bar head may in-
fluence the depth of the channel, as the top of the eye bar head
must clear the under side of the upper flange. The absence of
the cover plate on chords of railroad bridges of this character
is very exceptional. It is customary to extend the cover plate
to the outer edge of the flange of the channel, and to use rivets
through the cover plate and flange at regular intervals. The
distance between channel webs is governed theoretically by the
question of having the two radii of gyration equal; but in actual
practice this distance may be exceeded on account of the room
required for the packing of members at . In order to provide
against objectionable eccentric stresses, some method of increas-
ing the section at the bottom is desirable. With channels this
consideration is best met by using a flat on the bottom of the
channel flange. In case a flat one inch or more in thickness is
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required two flats of half the thickness are often substituted.
The flats sometimes extend to the inner side of the channel
flange; but this detail is faulty in that it renders the packing
at joints more difficult. The use of lattice bars on the bottom
is too general to excite comment other than to remark in passing
that they should be riveted at an angle of about 45 dogrees.
The depth of the chord is kept constant throughout its entire
length, although the weight of the channel may be varied as the
difference in stresses dictates. Batten plates are always used
close to the joining members and they agree quite closely in
general dimensions . Channels are to be recommended whenever
their size permits.
The second form of section which has been used is
the channel plan on a larger scale. This section is shown in
Fig. 12. It consists of a cover plate with two web plates and
four angles. This form permits of considerable variation in
sizes according to requirements of area. In case there is a
considerable difference of stress in adjoining panels the cor-
responding difference in area is best allowed for by varying the
thickness of angles or web, leaving the thickness of the cover
plate the same throughout.
One method of offsetting the eccentricity is by the
use of an angle at the bottom and inside of the web (shown dotted
in Fig. 12). There is considerable objection to this because,
in the first place it does not lower the center of gravity as
much as an equal area concentrated on the bottom would and, in
the second place it makes the packing at the various joints



needlessly difficult. The conditions mentioned in the discussion
of channels apply here as to depth of web and distance between
webs. The chord section here discussed is the only practical
form which has been in use, and should be adopted for those cases
where channels are inadequate.
8. CONNECTION OF END POST TO TOP CHORD
.
The arrangement of the details at the joint is a
matter of considerable importance in regard to its effect upon
other details. If the truss is riveted throughout the case is
considerably simplified because the large gusset—plates in such
general use provide for the attachment of the hip vertical and
diagonal in addition to connecting the end post and top chord.
In pin-connected trusses, however, the problem is more complicated,.
The eye bars us?d in the diagonal LTiLg may be connected to the
pin either inside or outside of the 'chord webs. This considera-
tion alone may affect the size and length of pin, the packing,
and other details at the joint. In this size of bridge the best
practice favors the inside connection of the diagonals; the pin
plates of the hip vertical connected inside or outside of the
eye bars as occasion demands. The pin plates used in various
bridges differ in number and size according to the stresses
which they are called upon to take. The arrangement of the plates
is in most cases quite similar. It is plain in any design that
there must be enough bearing area provided in the way of pin plate^
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When a number of plates are required, it is best to have the cen-
ter of bearing as near the center of gravity of the webs as is
possible. This necessitates using about the same thickness of
plates on each side of the web, and this appears to be the most
common tendency in the designs although often the center of
gravity fal}.s to the outside of the web.
The length of the pin plate is commonly a matter of
variation in practice. The design of pin plates for a chord and
end post composed of channels is not so difficult as in the case
of a built-up section. In the latter type the plates must trans-
mit a proportional part of the stress to the flanges and cover
plate, and hence more rivets are required to pass through the
flanges than would otherwise be required. A hinge plate is com-
monly used as the outermost and innermost plate. These are always
shorter than the others. The plate in contact with the web will
be the longest. The number of plates required for bearing will
usually be sufficient for the proper distribution of the stress
into the various portions of the chord and post. Fig. 12 shows
a very good form of this connection. The center of gravity of
end-post plates should fall inside of the center of gravity of
the top-chord plates in order that the pin may be of the most
economical size.
9. HIP VERTICAL CONNECTIONS .
Gince the hip vertical is a tension member, and since
the stresses to be provided for are usually quite large, the
connections of this member to the top and bottom chords require

special consideration in the design. Primarily it is desirable
that the hip vertical should be of the same width as the inter-
mediate posts in order that all the intermediate floor beams may
be the same. This provision is almost always met, especially if
the packing at U-i can be suitably arranged. It ray be said that
the details of the hip vertical of riveted bridges offer no dif-
ficulties of importance since the gusset plates at U-^ and
permit of a good connection for a section either of channels or
the
a web-plate and four angles, these beingAtwo forms in general use.
Both fcrirs allow for a good connection to the floor beam. In
the case of channels, a better connection to the plates at top
and bottom can be made, and better provision for the floor-beam
connection is provided if the channel flanges are turned in.
Taking all into consideration, the plate and angle section is to
be preferred.
What has been said in regard to the sections in gen-
eral use for the hip vertical in riveted trusses, is true also
in pin connected trusses, the use of channels and the web and
four-angled section being predominant. A modification of the
latter method, consisting of the substitution of lacing for the
web plate has been used to some extent; but is not to be recom-
mended as it is only slightly more economical than the web plate
construction and is certainly less rigid. The attachment of this
member to the top and bottom chord permits of a slight variation
owing to the similarity of the two sections used, "when the design
callus for the angle section, the connection to the pin U-j_ is
best made by three plates on each side, the middle one being a
filler of the same thickness as the angles. The inner one of

these two plates is slotted so as to fit over the web, as shown
in Fig. 14. A sufficient number of rivets must be driven in
each side of the member to sustain one half of the load. The
form which is commonly used at L. is shown in Fig. 15. A short
angle with three or four rivets through a large batten plate on
the lower chord is all that is necessary. Since almost the entire
stress is transmitted to the pin U^, the only function of the
connection is to allow the hip vertical to act as a hanger to
prevent the member LQLg from sagging. It would be better con-
struction, particularly in long panels, if the floor beam w©re
riveted to the lower chord at this point. In some cases a col-
lission strut is used, and this serves the same purpose. There
is practically no difference in the connections of the channel
section for the hip vertical, except that at the channels may
be carried above the pin, a pin plate being used on each side of
the web.
In many bridges the lower chord members L L-^ and L^L2
consist of eye bars, and in these cases the previous discussion
does not apply. This is a case where a good substitute cannot
be found for the channel section. The plate -and-angle section
is noticeably more difficult to connect at both ends, and any
other than the channel section is rarely considered. In order to
obviate the difficulties of the connection just referred to, a
channel section is ordinarily used, and this gives good connection-
at both top or bottom. The member is carried to the bottom of
the floor beam and provided with a plate connection to the floor
beam bottom laterals, as in the case of the intermediate posts.
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This design is to be recommended when eye bars are used in the
bottom chord; but when the chord is a built-up section the plate-
and-angle section is more advantageous.
10. PORTAL CONNECTIONS
.
If there is any part of a through bridge which is
noted for the non-uniformity in detail, this part is certainly
the portal. It is perhaps a pardonable exaggeration to say that
it is seldom that any two designers ever make the portal exactly
the same- a fact which makes possible a thesis of this length
upon this subject alone. However, we are not to be concerned
here with all of the various details of the portal, but we v/ill
simply review the different methods of attaching the portal to
the trusses.
While there a„re almost countless ways in which the
portal details differ, many of these differences are merely in
the manner of constructing the portal itself. A construction of
is
angles and plates Athe most common form of portal, - - has surviv-
ed the usage of the past ten years. Moreover, the connection of
the portal to the end post and the top chord is more nearly
standard than the other variations would seem to indicate. The
portal is usually connected to the middle of the end posts, the
best designs agreeing in this respect. It is also advisable to
place the bottom of the portal as low as the required clearance
v/ill permit; and the latest practice is practically unanimous in
this respect. The portal must be rigid- the old loop-bar form
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was not. So, it is apparent that there is considerable justifi-
cation for the use of some form of portal composed of angles.
The result has been that a connection such as shown in Fig. 16
has come into common use. This connection is either made con-
tinuous on the end post, with a plate connection to the top chord,
or in two distinct parts, one at the bottom and one at the top,
as shown in Fig. 16. The bottom, or end post connection consists
of a plate riveted to the portal, and to a pair of angles on the
end post; the top, or upper chord connection is usually a bent
plate and angle, both riveted to the cover plate of the chord,
thus providing a place for rivets in both legs of the portal
angle. Thi3 part of the connection should be the same in all de-
signs v/here angles are used for the portal; but a continuous con-
nection to the end post is to be preferred whenever the stresses
will warrant.
11 . CHORD SPLICES .
The span of any particular bridge is the determining
factor in the location of the chord splices. In spans up to about
100 feet only one splice is usually required; but in spans of
greater length, and up to about 200 feet, three sections or two
splices is the custom in the top chord. The maximum length of
any section is a question of the length that can be conveniently
shipped, and also of the comparative ease with which it may be
erected. Fifty-feet appears to be about the limit for convenient
and economical shipping. As far as the erection is concerned,

there may be several things which demand careful consideration.
In the event of an old bridge being already on the site the
erection of a new one may be greatly facilitated. If, on the
other hand, there is no bridge already in place, and the chord is
divided into three sections, it will probably be advisable to er-
ect the center section first, and then use this as a working plat-
form for erecting the remainder. In case only two sections are
required there is really no choice as to which should first be
put in place. In the bottom chord of riveted trusses there are
no difficulties of importance to be met with in the erection.
The details of the splice do not present any trouble-
some features in the design, and are quite uniform in all bridges.
A very common location for the splice is near an intermediate post.
This should always be a requirement in the top chord as the bend-
ing stresses in the chord are very small at this place. In the
bottom chord of riveted trusses the splice is often made at L^,
this point being very convenient. There are no deviations in the
details of the splice to be spoken of > since it is composed of
plates and rivets, a sufficient number of the latter being pro-
vided on each side of the joint in the lower chord to take the
entire stress of the member. In the top chord a splice plate is
always used on top of a cover plate, and plates inside and outside
of the web. The plate at the bottom can also be used as a batten
plate. The faces of the members are always plane^so as to make
an even bearing, hence the only purpose of the top chord splice
is to hold the several parts of the member in their respective
places. This detail really offers but slight chance for variation
in the hands of different designers, and appears to be more of a
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standard detail than the average.
12. CONNECTION OF INTERMEDIATE POSTS TO TOP CHORD
.
There are two common forms of this detail, according
to whether the truss is riveted or pin-conr ected. In the former
case there are no difficulties which are not discussed under the
hip vertical, and, therefore, they will not be discussed here to
any extent. The large gusset plates enable the connection to be
satisfactorily made, whether the post is built of channels or
web plate and four angles. The first named section is preferable,
and a better connection is possible if the flanges of the channels
are turned in.
While the intermediate posts of pin-connected bridges
are not so easily joined to the top chord as in riveted trusses
the detail cannot be termed a perplexing one. As brought out in
the discussion of the post sections, there is no form of post
which can compare in efficiency and economy with the channel sec-
tion, hence there is no need of considering any other under this
head. The channels are always made to extend past the pin, the
flanges being cut off inside of the chord whenever made necessary
by the packing. VThen required, pin plates are placed on one or
both sides of the channel web, and the rivets countersunk if nec-
essary. Batten plates are always placed on the posts immediately
below the chord.
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13. CONNECTION OF INTERMEDIATE POSTS TO BOTTOM CHORD .
This detail follows quite closely the one which has
just been considered as its function is the same. The use of
gusset plates in riveted bridges renders this part of the detail
comparatively simple; but in pin-connected bridges thve is slight-
ly more variety found in actual practice. As has already been
noted, the channel section for intermediate posts is unquestion-
ably superior. Its use is accompanied by no details not already
described. It should be cut off at the bottom of the floor beam,
and should have a large plate riveted to its lower end for the
and
connection to the floor beamAthe bottom laterals. It is sometimes
necessary to cut off the flanges at the bottom of the post in
order to facilitate the packing, and in this regard the flanges
of the channels would give less trouble turned in. A plate should
be riveted on both sides of the channel web and should extend only
to the bottom of the diaphragm and floor beam respectively. Most
of the rivets will of necessity be countersunk in order to make
possiblo the required packing.
M* DIAMETERS OF PINS.
The diameters of pins in various bridges is a most
interesting detail for comparison, because it indicates the di-
vergence or non-divergence in designs for the same span, when the
loading and height of truss are approximately the same. After
comparing the pins used in several of the best designs, the fol-
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lowing data was compiled to represent average practice:
SPAN PIN Ux PIN L ?l
100* 4 1/2" 4 W
125 1 5 1/2 M 5"
150' 6 1/2" 5 1/4 M
175' 6 3/4" 5 3/4"
200* 7" 6"
The pins U-j_ and Lq are usually of the same diameter,
and the remainder are made of the same diamter as Lg, although
there is some variation in this regard. A common specification
limits the minimum diameter of the pin to three-quarters of the
depth of the largest eye bar attached.
IQL LATERAL BRACING .
Although several forms of top lateral bracing have
has now
been used to some extent, a great tendency Abeen developed toward
some style of angle-construction. There are quite a number of
different details involving the use of angles, all of which have
their advantages. Of course the principle of simplicity in de-
sign iB applicable here as it is in all bridge design, rendering
the adoption of a simple angle-section advisable whenever the
stresses can be taken care of in this way. This form, a one or
two-angle section is quite common in single-track bridges; but
in double-track bridges it is almost always necessary to use a
»
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stiffer bracing. A good design for the latter case is made by
the use of either two or four angles, laced. The earlier designs
called for a bracing of iron rods, (used a great deal in highway
bridges), but these are now being displaced by the more rigid
bracing referred to above.
When the angles are laced, the section may be used
in a vertical or horizontal position, but the former is prefer-
able because it can be more rigidly attached to the chords. The
common method of making this connection is to have the distance
back-to-back of angles equal to the over-all depth of the chord,
and to rivet at the top and bottom to plates on the chord. When
a singli- or double-angle section is used the connection is made
by riveting to a plate on the top of the chord. In some cases
a short angle is used to connect the upright leg of the angle to
the plate, since this allows for a greater stress in the member.
The two diagonal members in each panel are usually joined at their
intersection by some form of plate connection, one of the members
being cut away at this point. In case two angles are used their
vertical legs should be riveted together at frequent intervals.
The most common practice is to rivet the angles to the top of the
cover or the connecting plate, although the reverse is sometimes
true. The plate used on the top in this connection is also often
a part of the sway bracing connection. While there are several
other details for this joint, y/hich might be considered here, it
is not warranted as their use is limited.
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16. SWAY-BRACING
.
V#iat has been said in regard to the variety of detail
in the portal also applies to a great extent to the sway-bracing.
Some form of plate-and-angle construction, with the bottom of the
bracing in the same horizontal plane as that of the bottom of the
portal, is very common. A knee-brace is often used; but in some
cases it is omitted. The girder construction of angles and lacing
is sometimes used. This form is attached to plates at the top
and bottom of the chord, and may or may not have a knee-brace,
although the use of one is preferable. A batten plate should be
used at the connection of the knee-brace to the sway-bracing- the
knee-brace requiring a plate and angle connection to the post.
For single-track bridges of moderate height this is a suitable
bracing, and deserves much consideration. For deeper trusses a
portal design is more common. The actual theoretic stresses in
the sway-bracing are comparatively small, yet for long posts a
deep sway-bracing is essential because of the rigidity it imparts
to the trusses. The bending at the foot of the knee-brace often
introduces an appreciable bending moment in the posts. In the
connection of a deep sway-bracing to the posts, the plate and
angle connection described under portals is extensively used.
Often the plate extends the entire depth of the bracing, being
cut away around the chord. This connection is a desirable one
as it gives great rigidity to the entire bridge. With this style
of connection it is possible to give the knee-brace a curve form
and this adds much to the appearance of the bridge.
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17. BOTTOM LATERAL BRACING
.
The bottom lateral bracing does not admit of so great
a choice as to details as does the bracing at the top of the
bridge. Either a single or double angle section is considered to
be the only solution of this detail, although plates have been
used to a very limited extent in recent practice. A single angle
is sufficient for some panels, but in others two angles must be
used. The bottom of the floor beam is usually at an equal level
with the bottom of the lower chord, so that a plate riveted to
the bottom of the floor beam and the bottom of chord, or the in-
termediate post, as the case may be, offers a good connection for
the laterals. The bottoms of the stringers are usually low enough
to allow being riveted to the laterals, but in most cases this
is not true, and a system of stringer bracing is necessary. It
is not always a necessity to rivet both legs of the angles; but
when conditions demand it a short angle should be riveted to the
plate for this purpose. Y.hen the bottoms of stringers are not
low enough to interfere, the angles should be riveted to the top
of the connection plates, but otherwise the alternative is im-
perative
.
The connection of the bottom laterals at the end of
the bridge is often a difficult detail. It is desirable to have
the details of all the bracing the same, and this is what usually
causes the difficulty. The connection may be made to the end of
the floor beam or to the batten plate on the lower chord or to
both; but it is advisable whenever possible to use a plate con-
nection to the bottom chord and end floor-beam in order to keep
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the laterals the same throughout.
CONCLUSION
.
If there is any one thing which this investigation
has brought to the mind of the writer, it is a marked tendency
on the part of designers to use more standard details. This
fact is becoming more and more apparent, and should be encouraged.
Of the bridges which have come under the writer's observation
those of the American Bridge Company seem to embody more of the
commonly recognized standard details than any others.
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